
AN INTERPRETATION OF KEY SYMBOLS IN THE OLD MAN AND THE SEA

This list of symbols in Old Man and the Sea will help you discuss themes and symbolism in class or at your next
literature party. Symbols in The Old Man and the.

Read an analysis of the symbolism here. The day fishless streak attests to it. He was trying to send us all a
message about the struggles of everyday life. You are not alone! They represent virility and youth. Because
they are base predators, Santiago wins no glory from battling them. Attract the ladies or gents much in the
same way a dead marlin attracts sharks with your knowledge. Readers are exposed to those millions of
opinions with every story they pick up. Dimaggio, at the time the book was written, suffered from a bone spur,
mentioned in the novel. First, he portrays the human nature of Santiago, the main character, as being one of
humility and compassion, full of strength and pride. Santiago physically conforms to accepting pain when he
is holding onto the rope with his hand even though it is pulling on him. The Old Man and the Sea is the most
popular of his later works 1. It can be argued, however, that as Santiago fishes, he is without hope. He does
this because he views the big marlin as a worth opponent and has the courage to continue what he started.
Through the use of three prominent themes; friendship, bravery, and Christianity; the "Old Man and the Sea"
strives to teach important life lessons to the reader while also epitomizing Santiago, the old fisherman, as a
Hemingway code hero. This made it easier for people to comprehend and it made connections to his ideas
straightforward. Be careful. Joe Dimaggio Santiago considers Joe Dimaggio unbeatable. This means that any
living or non-living object can be visualized as a symbol of something significant. In creating the epic struggle
between a monstrous Marlin and an old Cuban fisherman, Ernest Hemingway crafted an intricate web replete
with symbols and allusions to Cuban culture, a country that served as his home for some time and the place
where the novel was wri The Sharks Santiago considers the sharks base predators, not worthy of glory. The
novella is still celebrated to this day as a riveting tale of man versus nature under the most dire of
circumstances. They do not want to accept the pain of Manolin going with Santiago a nd not bringing back
something. The themes represented in this book are religion Gurko , heroism Brenner , and character
symbolism  Hemingway illustrates this in three ways. Symbols are objects, characters, figures, and colors used
to represent abstract ideas or concepts.


